
 
Release Notes 
Atlas MD1x1P-056/25-xxv1.3 
 

Document last updated: 2/20/2014 
  
Product name: Atlas (DC Brush, Brushless DC, Microstepping) 
Source control archive name: 1.3 
Date of build: 02/19/2014 
Device Identification: GetVersion returns GetChecksum returns 
MD111P-056/25-XXv.1.3 0xA11100013 0xA956B3D1 
MD131P-056/25-XXv.1.3 0xA31100013 0xE0660C18 
MD141P-056/25-XXv.1.3 0xA41100013 0x891A3C54 
 
Description: 
Atlas is a single-axis digital amplifier for driving brush DC, brushless DC, or step motors.  Atlas 
communicates with a controlling processor using an SPI bus. 
 
This is a bug fix release, no new features are included. 
 
Known Issues: 

393 Atlas goes into current foldback when the i2t energy limit is reduced to less 
than the current i2t energy, even though motor output is disabled.  This 
behavior is by design, a  foldback event will be signaled at any time 
foldback energy exceeds the programmed limit. 

366 The output clipped bit of the drive status register is set whenever current 
loop output is constrained by the integrator sum limit.  This behavior is by 
design; the clipping bit indicates any nonlinear output behavior due to a 
hard limit.  The clipping bit is also set when commanded current is limited 
by current foldback. 

 
Incompatibilities with previous release: 

 None 
 
Changes/Fixes: 

397 Time fails to wrap, results in bad step output. 
 
After approximately 30 hours, if the SetDrivePWM command had been 
used, the processor time counter would become stuck at 0x7FFFFFFF.  In 
this condition step motor control did not work correctly, and system status 
checks were not done.  These system status checks included bus voltage, 
temperature, the /Enable input, the FaultOut output, i2t foldback, and 
commanded changes in operating mode.  This bug is now fixed. 

395 Commanded position does not roll over.  The commanded position for the 
step motor Atlas did not correctly roll over from 0x7FFFFFFF to 
0x80000000, or vice versa.  This value is used only for debugging system 
monitoring, so actual motion was not affected.  The value now wraps 
correctly. 

394 Redundant operating mode mismatch exception after foldback.  Atlas 
signaled an operating mode mismatch fault if it received a torque command 



 

immediately after disabling output due to foldback.   This scheme did not 
allow Magellan time to stop sending torque commands, resulting in two 
faults being reported for only one cause.  Atlas now waits ten current loop 
cycles (~ 500 µs) between a disable due to foldback and signaling an 
operating mode mismatch. 

 
 
Version 1.2 
Known Issues: 

366 The output clipped bit of the drive status register is set whenever current 
loop output is constrained by the integrator sum limit.  This behavior is by 
design; the clipping bit indicates any nonlinear output behavior due to a 
hard limit.  The clipping bit is also set when commanded current is limited 
by current foldback. 

 
Incompatibilities with previous release: 

387 As a result of a new PWM enable procedure current measurement and 
current control are not possible for the first 1 ms after motor output is 
enabled.  The actual currents will be approximately zero. 

 
Changes/Fixes: 

388 Microstep motion was not as smooth as possible when the time between 
step commands was large and the average number of microsteps per cycle 
was less than one.  Microsteps are now more equally distributed in the step 
command interval. 

387 The 5V output dipped when motor output is enabled, particularly for step 
motors.  This was a problem for Atlas DK boards with SPI isolation 
requiring 5V power.  The cause was high current demand for some 
MOSFET driver capacitors.  This problem was fixed by arranging to 
gradually charge the capacitors during the first 256 µs after output is 
enabled. 

368 Trace start or stop based on the SPI command trace bit did not result in 
any change in trace state. 
SetTraceStart 0x60 and SetTraceStop 0x60 now work correctly. 

358 SetBufferStart 0 0 resulted in an invalid parameter error when the buffer 
length was the maximum permissible (and default) value.  This problem is 
fixed. 

371 A watchdog timeout could occur during user initialization from non-volatile 
memory.  This has been corrected by deferring the watchdog check until 
SPI communication is enabled in Atlas. 
 
The watchdog counter was not adjusted when the watchdog timeout was 
changed.  This has been addressed by resetting the counter to the timeout 
value whenever the timeout value is changed. 

376 Setting the operating mode to enable motor output was permitted when in 
current foldback and the current loop was not enabled.  This was an error, 
because current limiting is not possible without the current loop.  An invalid 
operating mode change error will now be raised in these circumstances. 

382 When using current control mode 0 (individual phase control) phase B 
output was not correct.  Typically phase B output was near zero regardless 
of the current error.  This problem has been corrected. 



 

386 When the continuous current limit was considerably smaller than the 
default the i2t energy was not always correctly updated and could remain 
positive even with zero currents. 

 
Version 1.1 
 
Known Issues: 

None 
 
Incompatibilities with previous release: 

None 
 
Changes/Fixes: 

331 When using the third-leg floating BDLC current control mode, with output 
disabled, not all PWM channels were properly disabled.  They now are. 

340 Watchdog timeout values above 0x3FFF were not properly set (bits 6 and 7 
were ignored).  This is fixed. 

341 The 32-bit result of GetTraceValue applied to the bus voltage was 
improperly sign-extended (the value is unsigned).  This is fixed. 

349 After resetting event status register bits the SPI status word was not always 
immediately updated, causing problems with event clearing from Magellan.  
This is fixed. 

351 The overtemperature activity status bit was cleared before temperature fell 
below the hysteresis limit, allowing the overtemperature event to be cleared 
and output enabled prematurely.  This is fixed. 

 
 
Version 1.0 
 
Known Issues: 

Hardware Pulse and Direction input is not supported, attempting to set the drive 
command mode to Pulse and Direction will result in an error return, and the Atlas will 
remain in SPI command mode. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


